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Thanks for the recent letter, and the news of the Dix showing. This 
must have been the first showing on US tv — because the Gerald° Rivera 

show in NYC — which showed. Zapruder, T.lix , Yuchmere 	commezekial footage 
— didn't eo to air till March 6. A friend wrote recently that the films 
may get airtime in Detroit soon. 

The future of my proposed book is still uncertain — mately because of 
the doubte. youve sown particularly in the areas of responsibilty and pot-
ential 'error'. The more I consider your arguments, the more I fear the 
project. 

Conelnding the eilkmma is the fact that the material people have so far 
contriatted — as long ago as February — is so food. Col Doeiee, who you 
mentioned in your letter, for example, has produced a good, readable art-
icle on JFK's foreign policy and the way people have tried to tarnieh the 
memories of what he achieved. A 28—year old graduate with nejers in 
history and economics, he has taught American history and political science 
for four years hers. Another (history) graduate, in ilichigan this time, 
has delayed sending his contribution because of his concern for accuracy. 
"I need more time to make sure of it", he says. Re is 27, and is study-
ing the magazine coverage of the assassination for the last decade. His 
letters indicate the depth of his research (even medical journals), and 
his sensitivity towards the issue. 

Then there are the set of Dealey Plaza photos 11 years later, taken by 
a young Dallas photographer — and the material of John McClure of Denver 
who has made an accurate1/8th scale model of the assassination scene and 
sent me good perspective shots. Even the AID article, which was being 
prepared even while you were telling me of their backeTeund, seems to be 
2n honest attempt at rationalizing their aims and woe,, There ip no 
hiht, of course, of the money—making side of the venture,  'orLevhether their 
preeentetions have been responsible, but the overall effect of the article 
(and that's what really matters) is one of idealism and reason. You, 
ineidently, Fat an 'honorable mention', being included high in their list 
of the responsible critics. 

I shortly expect to receive an article from the English 	Assassin- 
etion Forum', detailing their ectitities over the years. Over—exposed 
to the nonsense of Joachim Joesten for too long, in my opinion, they 
have overcome that obstacle and appear to be making a contribution to 
the subject that is worthwhile. 
In my cowardice, I haven't had the heart tc cancel all these articles. 

The requests for there were made before I erote you asking for an article 
and, as I pondered your rerliee, time .slit. peel away. In a sense, therefore, 
I may be obliged to go ahead. The other side of the equation — the one 
that weighs so heavily — is the spectres voul""have raieed...fears of 
mating mistakes, of living to reErtt publieetion, and, worst of all, 
furnishing nothing of value for the future. 

My food wife, with irrefutable feminine loeic, ereues "Iublieh and be 
damned"! She argues that the it eerest that has been generated here, 
and the publicity in Australia e New Zealand for my first "work" is an 
'achievement' that should bxeeeitalized on. I suspect that financial 
considerations, too, play ex part in her teinking, but I haven't been 
able to exact a confessti.cn — yet! She a.3so says that the 'international 
flavor' the book might have, with contributions from here 	enelund plus 
the US, might make me recretzia1 publishing it... 

To aedreee myself to the specific issue: you raised, I am confident 
that whatever I may write (and what I wrote in Je_alary) will be replete 
with errors, despite every care. That is reality. The vastness of the 
subject, its emotional aspects, and the false trails, ensure that DO—OTTE, 
despite the best will in the world, will escae making errors. Of some 
comfort, perhaps, is the realisation that my understanding of the eubject 
and the issues in writia about it have matured greatly in the part two 
months. Re-rearing my little booklet of last year has aided me in this, 
as have your lettere and the criticism of others. Understanding breeds 
reponsibilty — and the stance I take on O'Toole, for example (having 
read his Penthouse article) is identical to sours. 

Anyway, despite all my attempts to change your mind, thereby evading 
having to change mine, I must still face the final reckonine — "To publish 
or not to publieh, that is the question"... 	 NWMA5 
Now to your problems. Can I eutfest that Hong rohrAmicht provide the 

answer to your WV v and Pest Morten holdups. They are incredibly cheap, 
and quote for delivery to a U.S. port. on a run of 5000, the ner unit 
cost miEht be as low as 35/40 cents including CIF (cost of insurance and 
freight) to, say, NYC or ',Iashineton! 



If you are interested, I 	be happy to send a list of TT printers 
to you. The only problem is the sea-delivery. That could take b weeks, 
but you could offset this by etting them to air-freight you 2CC conies 
for media publicity etc. 

ko for typese7ting, I have access to an IBM composer at 1; o a day(only 
at weekends). My wife and I would be willing to tk do the job for cost -
plus any bonus you think we might deserve once sales get moving...The 
only problem with the idea is the matter of trust. We would, of course, 
undertake to treat the material as confidential, therefore sacrosanct. 
Putting myself in your shoes, I would be hesitant-to gamble on the ,chance 
of a leak of of good new material - but it is a solution. knyway, we 
have made the offer. 

I recommend, meanwhile, that you send the material Col navies asked for. 
If there are any delays in payment, perhaps you could let me know and I 
will hurry-  him up. He's working full-time on a books on .11M's foreign 
policy, but him wife's out earning hard cash (That a lifel) - so there 
won't be any problems. 

As for Selling ancillary rights to TV' IV, no luck as yet. This is 
one of the last places in the world where people buy anciA_ary rights, 
because the independent newspapers and maps are few and far between -
and they don't like to spend moneyl the skinflints! 
If my book eventuates, the proposed biblio of currently available 
material r) would hopefully, result in further sales of your work. 

Very awrm reFards, 

rApole.—• 



4/18/75 
leer Ian, 

Parts of your 4/2, !high did come eromptly, I'll not address. Your decision ast be your own and I've said all I should. 
I've mislaid the Davies letter. The confusion here is terrible and the growiag atigue makes it worse. It is to avoid this that I fill each day's orders the day hey come. And regardless of what I'd prefer to do I have all the orders to fill, ram addressing and ureppine axed eailiee ee eeepce,iiee ee eilie letters. 't adds a emotional burden when I'd so such rather be doing other work! 
AO matter how long a day I work each day I slip a bit backward. I've not been ale to write since September. 
However, in obtaining more raw material, which does not come with ease, ertinue to be quite sueeeeseful. 

- If Davies will please write me again with a check in US$ and enough to cover ;her than surface mail I'll fill his order within 24 hours, ?ieaeo apologize to m for me. 

It is posaiele that = 'mete want a hong bong lombi printer. The older books are lling very well. *de are putting every penny into an escrow account in the hope of cumulating enough to reprint when they are out of print. but what does one do if sy mess up a job? How does one know that their reproduction of pages is clear? I'd not take a chance with a new book. But what recourse have I if they seas a reprint or just plain gyp? 
have you nay idea ehat is done oh taxes or do you know one of then who may? When you say a run of 5,000 you do not say how many pages. 
Thanks to you Oath for the offer to set type. :Alt the wore I do requires )id apeearance. If I had the money I'd have done another book lies WW IV. I have Lt I need for it. Especially new is the need for speed great. 	probably wind giving away years of hard labor. 
Sorry to have been so slow. I don't suppose anyone can imagine how much work I to do, hew may letters I have to answer and how wearing all these mare lave n. I've let orders go for this belated reaeonse. 

Meeks and best, 


